
International trade in goods and services
2019, 4th quarter

International trade in services grew significantly thanks to
ICT services in the last quarter of 2019
Service exports grew by 11 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2019 compared to the corresponding
quarter in 2018. Service imports grew by seven per cent. Exports of services amounted to EUR
8.4 billion and imports to EUR 8.8 billion. The surplus of international trade in services prevailing
in the third quarter of 2019 thus turned again into deficit. The data appear from Statistics Finland's
statistics on international trade in goods and services, which are part of balance of payments.

Figure 1. Imports and exports of services quarterly

According to preliminary data for 2019, service exports grew by 14 per cent compared to 2018. Imports
of services grew by nine per cent in 2019. The development in the last quarter of 2019 thus follows the
development in the whole year.
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The combined exports of goods and services in balance of payments terms grew by seven per cent and
imports fell by one per cent in the last quarter of 2019 compared with the corresponding quarter in 2018.
In balance of payments terms, goods exports grew by six per cent and goods imports fell by five per cent.

According to preliminary data for 2019, the combined exports of goods and services went up by six per
cent from 2018. Correspondingly, imports of goods and services grew by two per cent in 2019.

The levels in customs terms and in balance of payments terms can differ, because goods trade in customs
terms includes flows of goods where ownership does not change. In contrast, goods trade in balance of
payments terms is based on change of ownership. In addition to the changes made to the customs data,
goods trade in balance of payments terms includes sales and purchases from aboard to abroad.

Growth in exports centres on ICT, growth in imports is diverse
Telecommunications, computer and information services (ICT) covered 41 per cent of total service exports.
The growth in this item continued strong, although the growth that accelerated during 2019 slowed down
in the last quarter. Compared with the corresponding quarter of the year before, exports of
telecommunications, computer and information services (ICT) grew by 59 per cent, while they went up
by 84 per cent in the third quarter of 2019. It should be noted that the EUR 1.3 billion growth in exports
of ICT services was bigger than in total service exports (EUR 0.8 billion). In other words, while exports
of ICT services were growing strongly, exports of many other services went down compared to the
corresponding quarter of the previous year. Exports items that fell most strongly were other business
services and charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e. Within other business services, exports of
professional and management consulting services fell most strongly.

The differentiation of the development in exports of ICT services and other business services in the last
two years is also essential when examining the development of exports. In the last quarter of 2017, exports
of ICT services amounted to EUR 1.9 billion and exports of other business services to EUR 2.0 billion.
In two years, exports of ICT services have started to grow strongly while exports of other business services
have fallen. In the last quarter of 2019, exports of ICT services were two times bigger than those of other
business services.

In service exports, the revision of charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e. in the second quarter
also stands out, which is visible as a 58 per cent growth compared to the quarter of the previous year.
However, the level shift was not retained but on the contrary, exports of charges for the use of intellectual
property n.i.e. fell in the third and fourth quarters.

Growth in service imports continued more widely than exports similarly as in earlier quarters of 2019.
Most imports concerned other business services, EUR 3.3 billion out of total service imports of EUR 8.8
billion. Nearly one third of the EUR 0.6 billion growth came from imports of ICT services, good two
thirds from growth in other business services. Imports of manufacturing services and of charges for the
use of intellectual property n.i.e. grew, but imports of transport and construction went down almost as
much in terms of euros..
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Figure 2. Exports of services by service item

Exports of ICT services grew faster than total exports in 2019
According to preliminary annual data, exports grew strongly in 2019 to the United States as well as
particularly to China and countries outside Europe, America, Asia and Africa. If the trend continues, it
will show before long in the relative shares of trading partners.

When examining service exports for the whole 2019 in terms of euros, the most increased item was ICT
services, where the EUR 4.2 billion growth was larger than growth in total exports (EUR 3.9 billion).
Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e. also grew by eight per cent, but the growth focused on
the early part of the year. Financial and insurance services also grew by 10 per cent on the annual level
but by just EUR 50 million in terms of euros. The EUR 0.5 billion fall in exports of other business services
was biggest in terms of euros.

According to preliminary data, imports of services grew by EUR 2.7 billion in 2019. Unlike growth in
exports, growth in imports built on increases in several services. Although the EUR 2.2 billion growth in
other business services was biggest, imports of ICT services also grew by EUR 0.5 billion (14%). In
addition, imports of financial and insurance services grew by EUR 351 million (32%) and charges for the
use of intellectual property n.i.e. by EUR 109 million (12%).

Because exports of services grew both in percentages and in terms of euros more than imports, the deficit
of international trade in services contracted from EUR 2.6 billion to EUR 1.4 billion in 2019. In the third
quarter of 2019, the balance of services was positive for the first time throughout the entire statistical
reference period.

International trade with biggest trade partners slowed down, trade with the
United States gains emphasis
In the last quarter of 2019, exports of services grew by EUR 800 million, of which around 40 per cent
came from growth in exports to North and South America, one third to Asia and only around 14 per cent
to Europe.

Changes in the key trading partners are visible on the country level: in the last quarter of 2019, the United
States accounted for 13 per cent of Finland’s service exports, while it was 11 per cent one year earlier.
Sweden has lost its importance as services exported there fell by eight per cent from the year before and
its share of Finland’s service exports has dropped in one year by two percentage points to 12 per cent.
Similarly, service exports to Germany fell by seven per cent compared to the corresponding quarter of the
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previous year, and Germany's share of service exports from Finland went down from nine to seven per
cent.

The corresponding change can be seen in imports of services. Good one half of the growth in service
imports came from service trade with the United States and one tenth from trade with other American
countries. One sixth of the growth in imports came from the growth in service imports from Asia and 11
per cent from Europe. The change is reflected in the relative shares of imports of trading partners: The
share of the United States as an importing country has grown and that of Sweden fallen by three percentage
points. This is explained not only by the growth in imports from the United States, but also by the contraction
in services imported from Sweden. In contrast, there has not been significant changes in international trade
in services with the neighbouring country Russia. Service exports to Russia rose and imports fell by two
per cent.

According to preliminary annual data, exports grew strongly in 2019 to the United States as well as
particularly to China and countries outside Europe, America, Asia and Africa. If the trend continues, it
will show before long in the relative shares of trading partners.

Figure 3. Exports of goods and services in balance of payments
terms by area

Statistics on international trade
The statistics on international trade in goods and services are part of balance of payments. The statistics
comprise breakdowns of goods and services on a more detailed level. The guidelines and recommendations
of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6) applied to balance of payments are consistent with the
European System of Accounts (ESA 2010). National Accounts are published on quarterly and annual
levels. Finnish Customs publishes data on goods trade across borders. Goods trade published by Finnish
Customs is used as source data for the statistics on international trade in goods and services. Removals
and additions caused by definitions are made to them to achieve goods trade in balance of payments terms.

Finnish Customs’ statistical service, tilastot@tulli.fi, +358 29 552 335.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Export in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20192018

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

25,49123,61023,51823,34923,7941 Goods and services total

17,09915,59515,79416,35816,2031.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

16,41315,45416,58616,47916,5361.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

686141-792-121-333
1.1.2 Factoryless goods production, goods sent abroad for
processing and merchanting

8,3928,0157,7236,9917,5911.2 Services total

4493604344184931.2.1 Manufacturing services

1,0771,2531,1319671,0301.2.2 Transport

7339796738157151.2.3 Travel

64826051931.2.4 Construction

1541361521281441.2.5 Financial and insurance services

7426421,1126738991.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

3,4083,0932,7002,3112,1501.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

1,6011,3151,2781,4621,8631.2.8 Other business services

1842081931472131.2.8.1 Research and development services

4713683654116331.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

9467397209031,0171.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

1631561831662041.2.9 Other services

Appendix table 2. Import in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20192018

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

24,36023,45723,95823,03424,6091 Goods and services total

15,55415,62015,94115,15216,3781.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

16,27916,37216,82916,17717,2191.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

-331-293-395-551-3421.1.2 Goods sent abroad for processing

-977-977-1,019-973-1,0381.1.3 CIF-FOB conversion

5825185264995391.1.4. Other differences

8,8067,8368,0177,8828,2301.2 Services total

5323523743824621.2.1 Manufacturing services

1,4801,4991,5151,4541,5951.2.2 Transport

1,3071,4091,2801,0791,3011.2.3 Travel

1089790921211.2.4 Construction

3553633763593561.2.5 Financial and insurance services

3172222232492471.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

1,1739151,0371,1099991.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

3,3042,7642,8922,9352,9021.2.8 Other business services

8148188058395951.2.8.1 Research and development services

8736437287648271.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

1,6171,3031,3591,3321,4811.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

2312162292242471.2.9 Other services

Appendix table 3. International trade in balance of payments terms by region, EUR mil.
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20192018

4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter

24,36023,45723,95823,03424,609TotalImport

18,53817,89918,67417,81919,232..Europe

15,28814,56815,30314,57715,814..EU28

9,1908,7879,4128,7779,368......Euro area

1,2601,2621,3781,2801,418........Netherlands

2,9322,7622,8672,6502,917........Germany

6,0985,7825,8915,8006,445......Rest of EU28 (non Euro area)

9899289441,0201,002........United Kingdom

3,0062,8162,8312,8443,219........Sweden

3,2503,3303,3713,2433,419....Rest of Europe (non EU28)

2,2272,2012,2392,2132,180........Russia

1,9281,8031,8891,6951,635..America

1,4321,3231,3591,1741,120........United States

231151158177247..Africa

3,5713,5103,1433,2673,406..Asia

1,6121,6571,3841,3811,542........China

9293957788.. Other and unknown

25,49123,61023,51823,34923,794TotalExport

16,63515,26215,97515,78416,387..Europe

13,92012,57413,45413,21813,422..EU28

8,4147,1957,8927,8757,609......Euro area

1,2471,1611,2931,3591,408........Netherlands

2,0271,8622,0252,3941,837........Germany

5,5065,3795,5625,3445,813......Rest of EU28 (non Euro area)

1,1971,1051,0931,0931,185........United Kingdom

2,9572,9163,0412,9023,149........Sweden

2,7142,6872,5212,5662,965....Rest of Europe (non EU28)

1,1331,1051,0381,0561,435........Russia

3,7032,9363,3103,0732,721..America

2,7752,1022,5942,4322,040........United States

651489543590610..Africa

4,0594,4873,3073,5753,705..Asia

1,0801,3466498781,041........China

443436384327371.. Other and unknown
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Revisions in these statistics

Revision of goods and services in balance of payment terms, EUR million

RevisionLatest release (2020-03-20)Previous release (2019-12-13)1. release

9415,21115,21215,1172018Q1Import
of goods 42715,46815,47915,0412018Q2

19215,61515,62015,4232018Q3

12116,37816,38116,2572018Q4

29415,15215,12614,8582019Q1

-18715,94115,75316,1282019Q2

15815,62015,46215,4622019Q3

-20515,24515,40515,4502018Q1Export
of goods 18816,19216,33816,0042018Q2

9515,28615,41815,1912018Q3

2016,20316,35316,1832018Q4

38116,35816,25015,9772019Q1

-57815,79416,07116,3722019Q2

19615,59515,39915,3992019Q3

1316,9076,8066,7762018Q1Import
of
services

-327,4337,3357,4652018Q2

347,2597,1647,2252018Q3

-3268,2308,1288,5562018Q4

3867,8827,8147,4962019Q1

1578,0177,8977,8602019Q2

2067,8367,6307,6302019Q3

546,4326,3446,3782018Q1Export
of
services

-3366,4346,3486,7702018Q2

796,7956,7096,7162018Q3

-2827,5917,4947,8732018Q4

-496,9916,9367,0402019Q1

5277,7237,3187,1962019Q2

1598,0157,8567,8562019Q3
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